Junior Java Developer
* Employment by Sqlink *

About the role
As our Junior Java Developer in structure data team you will participate and contribute technically to major development applications and components, used by internal customers and deployed to offline/site facing production systems.

You can make a huge impact
In this role, you can make an impact on millions of users around the world and working on a huge scale data with a various internal and external team. By doing so, drive experiences on site and expose APIs to our community

What will you actually do?
> Develop high quality Java applications that integrate with Backend and Frontend systems.
> Develop Customer facing APIs on eBay.
> Document code and systems.
> Support production applications.

What shall you bring to the table?
If you have an experience with clean code, design patterns, code quality and Java open source technologies, that’s cool! We’d be happy to see the following competencies as well:

> Up to 2 years of experience in server side development in Java advantage. Can be fresh out of university.
> BSc. in Computer Science or other relevant degree
> Eager to learn, resourceful and self-educated.
> Team player.
> Experience with DBs (SQL & NoSQL) - Advantage

CV: mpeled@ebay.com

Meet the hiring manager on LinkedIn:
Oren Squam